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ABSTRACT: The proposed model, called the combinatorial and competitive spatia-temporal memory or
CCSTM, provides an elegant solution to the general problem of having to store and recall spatia-temporal
patterns in which states or sequences of states can recur in various contexts. For example, fig. I shows two
state sequences that have a common subsequence, C and D. The CCSTM assumes that any state has a
distributed representation as a collection of features. Each feH. ture has an associated competitive nwdule
(CM) containing ]{ cells. On any given occurrence of a particular feature, A, exactly one of the cells in
CMA will be chosen to represent it. It is t.he particular set of cells active on the previous time step that
determines which cells are chosen to represent instances of their associated features on the current time
step. If we assume that typically S features are active in any state then any state has 1( 8 different neural
representations. This huge space of possible neural representations of any state is what. underlies the model's
ability to store and recall numerous context-sensitive state sequences. The purpose of this paper is simply
to describe this mechanism.

1. Introduction: The type of solution to the context-sensitivity problem illustrated in fig. 1 that
is used in the CCSTM is similar to the combina.torial memory scheme described in Lynch (1986)
and in Miller (1991 ). The use of CMs in the model essentially implements an orthogonalization
transformation over the input space. Kanerva's (1988) Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM) is
similar in this regard although the SDM internal representation space is {0,1}" (large n) whereas
the CCSTM internal representation space is {O .. K}". The CCSTM's combinatorial approach differs
significantly from models which utilize unitary representations of whole subsequences such as the
Masking Field model of Cohen & Grossberg (1987).
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Figure 1: Two state sequences,[AJJCDEFJ and [GIICDIJ], have a common subsequence.
2. Motivation of Model: The following series of examples is intended to motivate the essential
architectural feature of the CCSTM- the use of competitive modules (CMs). Initially (in fig. 2),
assume there are no CMs. Instead there is just a fully-connected field of feature-detecting neurons.
(Note that in this and subsequent figures, only synaptic conneetions pertinent to the example are
explicitly shown). Suppose the model experiences the spatio-temporal pattern, { {K},{C, D, 1}},
where this notation means tha.t feature K is sensed on the first time step and features C, D, and L

are sensed on the following time step. Assume the model use the following Hebbian learning law.
LRl: each cell active on time step t increases its synaptic weight onto every cell active at t
unless the synapse has already been increased.
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Figure 2: a) weights updated following presentation of pattern 1 = {{K},{ C, D, L} }. b) weights
increased due to pattern 2 = {{I<},{C, B, J}} are highlighted in black.
Fig. 2a shows those weights that would be increased following presentation of pattern 1 =
{{K},{C, D, L} }. We could then prompt for recall of pattern 1 by turning on cell K. Assume that
during recall a cell will become active if it receives one or more signals via an increased synapse.
Let the number of input signals via increased weights that is neccesary to activate a cell be called
the recall thr'eshhold, 0.
Now suppose we present pattern 2 = {{K},{C, B, J}} to the network. Fig. 2b shows synaptic
increases due to pa.ttern 2 highlighted in black. The problem is that if we now try to recall either
of these patterns, they will interfere with each other. If we prompt the network by presenting
feature K a.t time t, then the union of the two second time step patterns- {C, D, L} U {C, B, J} =
{C, D, L, 13, J} will become active at t + 1.
The problem in the previous example is the lack of specificity of effect that a single cell can
generally have. This problem can be remedied by making the assumption that at least several cells
will be active on any given time step. In this case we can rely on the context (i.e. set of other
simultaneously active cells) within which a cell is active to specify the effect that cell has in turning
on cells on the next time step. Fig. 3a depicts the learning that is due to a new pattern, pattern 3
= {{K, 0, P},{C, D, L} }. Fig. :Jb depicts the learning due to pattern 4 = {{K, M, N},{C, B, J} }.
In this case, we can now set 0 equa.l to either 2 or 3 and obtain perfect recall of either pattern
even though cell K is common to both of their first time steps. If we s<~t 0 = 2 and turn on cells
K, 0, and P, then cells C, D, and L will fire because they e<1Ch have three large (i.e. increased)
active synapses, but cells J and B will each have only one large active synapse and thus not fire. A
similar analysis shows correct recall of pattern 4. Thus context differentiates or specifics the effect
cell K has on subsequent neural activity.
Note also that this model is robust against cell death. For example, if cell P were to die, and
assuming B = 2 (but not 3), then both patterns would still be reea.lled completely correctly exeept
for cell P itself.
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Figure 3: a) weights updated following presentation of pattern 3 = {{K, 0, P},{ C, D, L}}. b)

weights increased due to pattern 4 = { {J(, M, N}, {C, B, J}} are highlighted in black.
But even with the assumption of distributed representations on each time step, problems can
still occur. Specifically, what if the the network must store and recall state sequences in which
states can recur in varying contexts (as shown in fig. 1). Fig 4. shows that this causes essentially
the same problem we had originally (in fig. 2). Suppose that instead of presenting pattern 4, a
pattern 5 = {{K, 0, P},{C, B, J}} were presented to the network. Figs. 4a,b show the synaptic
situation following presentation of paterns 3 and 5, respectively. If we then reinstate the spatial
activation pattern, {K, 0, P}, the cells {C, D, L, B, J}, all become active. There is no way to set
0 in order to enable correct recall.
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Figure 4: a) weights increased followi.ng presentation of pattern 3 = { {K, 0, P},{ C, D, L} }. b)
weights increased due to pattern 5 = { {J(, 0, P}, { C, 13, J}} are highlighted in black.
The CCSTM solution to this general problem is the introduction of competitive modules (CMs)
as shown in fig. 5. Now each feature can be represented by any of a number of cells in its associated
CM rather than by just a single cell as before. On any given occurrence of a feature, exactly one of
the cells in its associated CM will become active to represent it. If a particular feature is present
on some time step t, then each cell in that feature's CM summates the signals arriving from other
cells that were active on the previous time step. The one with the highest sum is the winner and
becomes solely active in that CM on that time step. At that point the learning law is applied. In
addition to the Hebbian LRl, a second anti-Hebbian learning law, LR2, is also in operation.

LR2: each synaptic weight from a cell that is inactive at time t onto a cell that is active at time
t + 1 is decreased, unless it has already been changed (either increased or decreased).
Figs. 5a,b show patterns 3 and 5 (respectively) again, but this time in the enriched representational format. Note that the two actual neural representations of the state {K, 0, P} have only one
cell, K 2 , in common. Therefore, we can set 0 equal to either 2 or 3 and get perfect recall of both
patterns even though, at the featurallevel, they have the exact same initial state. The number of
different neural representations of the state {K, 0, P} is 43 . All of these representations differ in
at least one CM. Thus, if we set 0 = 3, this network could store a set of spatio-temporal patterns
containing up to 64 occurrences of the state {K, 0, P}, provided that all 64 unique representations
were actually chosen by the model
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Figure 5: a) synaptic inaeascs due to pattern 3 in the CM-based model b) the synaptic increases
due to pattern 5 are highlighted in black.
Even for modest values of K and 8 like 100 and 20, respectively, the number of representations
is huge. If the model chooses sparsely from that space, then any two chosen representations will
h<we relatively few common cells. This allows us to set 0 to some value much less than S. Two
of the important benefits of being able to set 0 low are a) the model can store spatio-tempora.l
patterns in which some states can have less than S (but greater than 0) features, and b) the model
has significant robustness against cell death.
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